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EDITORIAL
A Call for Some Long
Overdue Recognition
We don’t usually get too political on this page, but
something happened last month that got us thinking in that direction.
No, it wasn’t the election but rather, something that
happened at the White House a few weeks later:
a special ceremony at which President Obama
recognized this year’s recipients of the Presidential Medal of Freedom, the nation’s highest civilian
honor.

Cincinnati Furniture Dealer LOTH Celebrates 125 Years
Cincinnati-based furniture dealer LOTH is celebrating 125 years in business in
2016, as it continues to provide innovative solutions to the changing needs of
the workplace.
When Celia Loth started selling used home furniture in 1891 she probably could
never have imagined how the company would evolve. Led today by JB Buse,
chairman and CEO, the LOTH team offers an extensive array of systems furniture, flooring, banking equipment and technology, along with a range of business support services.
To commemorate the anniversary a special logo was created to celebrate past,
present and future accomplishments. The dealership also hosted an anniversary
celebration on September 21. “That time of the year before the holiday season
seemed like a good fit and a good time to celebrate,” says Kristin DeWitt, marketing coordinator.
The event was held at the dealership’s Cincinnati headquarters with close to
300 in attendance, including past and current clients, suppliers and employees.
“It was great bringing clients together as a way to celebrate with employee and
to bring people from both our Cincinnati and Columbus offices,” says Kristin.
Attendees were treated to food and drink provided by local suppliers which was
a way of supporting the local community. The community was also supported
through a Giving Campaign that worked with numerous charities and organizations as part of a year-long effort carried out in honor of the anniversary.
“LOTH’s 125th Giving Campaign was filled with fundraising events driven by our
employees to tie into our 125th Anniversary celebration,” says Kristin.

Not to take anything away from Bill Gates’s millions, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar’s skyhook, Bruce
Springsteen’s lyrics or even Ellen DeGeneres’s wit
and wisdom, but wouldn’t it have been nice if this
very special honor had been used to recognize a
group of people whose contributions to our country are just as significant but who don’t usually
command the same kind of media attention as Mr.
Gates or Ms. DeGeneres?
If the Presidential Medal of Freedom is truly intended to recognize, as the Executive Order that created it indicates, “an especially meritorious contribution to the security or national interests of the
United States, world peace, cultural or other significant public or private endeavor,” isn’t it time—isn’t
it long past time, in fact—to use it to recognize the
thousands upon thousands of small business entrepreneurs whose hard work and courage have
provided the foundation of our nation’s security
and national interests for so long?
We’re not sure quite how it could be done but
we’re pretty confident that the pomp and circumstance experts in our nation’s capital could figure
out a way to use the award to provide an appropriate tribute to the enormous contribution small
businesses have made to our overall wellbeing and
quality of life throughout the history of this country.
Small business owners and operators may not
have a great jump shot. They may not even be able
to carry a tune or conduct an insightful interview
on a TV talk show. But there’s an awful lot of very
important things that they are good at, and it sure
would be nice to see them get the recognition they
deserve some time, along with the rock stars and
basketball players.

continued on page 4 >>
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Get a

jump!
on deliveries, invoicing and customer service

JumpTrackTM Proof-of-Delivery system helps
dealers plan, capture and track deliveries
• Access JumpTrack to download delivery information or upload
signature capture and details via iOS or device for AndroidTM
• All information is accessed from and stored in the cloud
• Signature and delivery detail capture is immediately available online
• Deliveries, returns and drivers are all easily tracked, increasing
accuracy and accountability
• Drivers can be tracked using GPS and, for an additional fee, a route
optimization feature can be included

NEW FEATURES!

Route Reversal features available and
On-Demand Departure Time Optimization

800-588-5128

info@ecisolutions.com

ecisolutions.com

ECi and the ECi Red Box are trademarks or registered trademarks of ECi Software Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Employees were mobilized to engage in
the local community and support nonprofit organizations they were passionate
about. More than 25 different fundraising ideas were submitted that tied into
the Giving Campaign and were executed
throughout 2016.

In Twin Cities, Innovative
Office Solutions CEO
Jennifer Smith Named
Owner of the Year by Local
Business Organization
Congratulations are in order for Jennifer Smith, CEO of Burnsville, Minnesota-based Innovative Office Solutions, who
was recently honored by the Minnesota
chapter of the National Association of
Women Business Owners as its owner of
the year.
This special recognition not only added one more trophy to what is already a
pretty full display case, but also generated some valuable publicity in the local
Minnesota Star Tribune, which claims to
reach 1.4 million adults every week.
A profile of Jennifer by reporter Neal St.
Anthony told the story of Innovative’s
growth from 2001, when she founded the
company, into an organization that today
generates more than $100 million in revenue and employees 210-plus people.
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Jennifer told the reporter her business is as
much about people as the products it sells.
“It’s about developing a culture and a purpose and our purpose is to inspire employees and help customers,” she said.
“After that, it’s all about productivity. Everyone has to know their purpose and
how they contribute.”
It’s a formula that’s clearly paying off for
Jennifer and her team. “I’ve managed to
grow every year,” she told the reporter, due
in no small part to aggressive product diversification into categories beyond just office
supplies and some shrewd acquisitions.
Innovative also picked up some additional recognition of its own recently, when it
was included in the Minneapolis/St. Paul
Business Journal’s Fast 50 list of the Twin
Cities’ fastest growing companies.
With a growth rate of 61.6% from 2013
through 2015, Innovative ranked number
33 on this year’s list.

Tangram Interiors,
Southern California Dealer,
Wins Design Award for its
Headquarters
Tangram Interiors, Santa Fe Springs, California, has been honored with a 2016
REmmy Award for Most Innovative Project in the less than 50,000 square foot
category for the remodel of its headquarters facility.
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The REmmy Awards is a program organized by the CoreNet Global commercial
real estate organization each year to recognize the best of the best in the commercial real estate industry.
Tangram’s headquarters, completed in
late April 2016, was a collaborative project between Tangram, MOZU and Holwick Constructors.
As a company specializing in commercial interiors, Tangram needed an updated space that incorporated cutting edge
workplace trends. The headquarters also
serves as a showroom for the many markets Tangram serves.
“Now when people ask, ‘What is Tangram?’ we can actually show them,” says
Nick Meter, who headed up the project for
Tangram. “This space is a Tangram—puzzle pieces in the form of business units,
clients, vendors and employees, fitting together to create this beautiful space.”
The project showcases products from various manufacturers including Steelcase,
Buzzispace and Vitra, as well as custom
workstations from Tangram Studio.
Additionally, Tangram’s flooring and technology divisions sourced and installed all
flooring applications and A/V systems.
“One of the ways Tangram measures the
success of any project is the ability to see
a client’s culture, brand and values fully

continued on page 6 >>
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Shipshape Packages Every Time
Avery has the labels to ﬁt every need. From
TrueBlock technology which covers up everything,
to high visibility neon labels, weatherproof and
more.
Simply customize the labels with a logo or
important message using free templates from
Avery Design & Print, and then send a professional,
polished package every time.
*TrueBlock available on select items

White Shipping Labels

Clear Shipping Labels

Internet Shipping Labels

Labels with Paper Receipt

Weatherproof Labels

Kraft Brown Labels

Neon Labels

©2016 Avery Products Corporation. All rights reserved. Avery and all other Avery brands, product names and codes are
trademarks of CCL Labels, Inc. Personal and company names and other information depicted on samples are fictitious.
Any resemblance to actual names and addresses is purely coincidental.
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integrated into the way they work,” says
Nick. In the dealership’s new headquarters, the Tangram culture is not only present, but obvious, he adds. “The brand is
represented clearly through the products
in the space, the people that work there
and the energy that can be felt throughout
the building”

FM Office Named to
Top Growing Rochester
Businesses
The Greater Rochester Chamber of Commerce recently recognized FM Office Express, Inc., East Rochester, New York, as
part of its Top 100 list of the fastest-growing privately held businesses in the Finger
Lakes region. FM Office came in at Number 46 on the list.
To be eligible for a Top 100 award, businesses must be independent, privately
held, headquartered in the nine-county
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Finger Lakes region and have revenue of
at least $1 million in each of its three most
recent fiscal years. The 2016 Top 100
companies combined for nearly $14 billion in revenue and employed more than
104,000 people in the last fiscal year.
Fabricio Morales, FM president, reported
13% year-over-year growth in 2015. FM
is a full-service office supplies dealer as
well as a contract furniture dealer. “This
was the second time in three years that
FM was ranked,” says Fabricio.

Arizona Dealer 360 Office
Products Expands and
Rebrands
Following its acquisition last year of Office
Supply Company, El Centro, CA, Northern
Office Products in Dewey, Arizona, initially
operated under both identities.
Now, with that transition firmly under its
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belt, the company has rebranded as 360
Office Products and looks forward to further expansion in the region.
Northern Office Products president Shane
Gibson started the company in 2007, and
it has registered growth in every year
since it opened.
Acquisitions have driven much of the
growth as Northern merged with or acquired six other companies.
With locations in California, Arizona and
New Mexico, “the old name no longer
made sense,” says Shane. “With additional acquisitions in the works we wanted a name that would work anywhere.”
360 Business Products applies no matter
where the dealership starts operating next.
Along with a new name and a new logo,
Shane said that 360 Business Products
is literally revising every element of its
identity.

continued on page 8 >>
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A new logo to go with a new
look and a new name for the
dealership formerly known as
Northern Office Products

“Our catalogs, our trucks and our marketing materials all feature
our new logo,” says Shane. “All of our drivers will have new company shirts.” The website will be redone and online with a whole
new look before the end of the year.
“Four acquisitions are currently being worked on and are in different stages of completion,” says Shane. Acquisitions are planned
in Dallas, Denver, San Diego and Palm Springs, California. Three
of the four should be completed by the end of the first quarter of
next year, he indicated.

“We had a few picked out that we wanted to target,” says Stacey
Simpson, sales and marketing manager. A week before the event
was scheduled she decided that instead of reaching just those
customers, the open house invitation would be extended to its
entire business base.
Mike Love, business development manager from S.P. Richards,
conducted the two-day training along with Jack Evans, the S.P.
sales representative who calls on Hoyle. The two also stayed for
the open house and helped make it a success.
The open house was held in Hoyle’s furniture showroom. “We had
tables displayed with lot of new products such as toilet tissue, paper towels and multi-fold towels,” says Stacey. “We also had the
hot new Pak-It system and Pak-It cleaning supplies.

NC Dealer Hoyle Office Solutions Finds
Success with JanSan Open House

“A demo was set up in our bathroom and showed attendees how
to use the new proxy cleaner on bathroom tile,” says Stacey. “They
got a real hands-on experience.”

With plans already in the works to do in-house sales training
covering chemicals and the latest cleaning supplies, the staff at
Hoyle Office Solutions in Arden, North Carolina, decided it would
be a good time for an open house. Originally the idea was to
invite just key customers.

Approximately 75 customers attended the open house and were
exposed to a full range of cleaning supplies. “Hopefully it was
eye-opening on the different product categories that we carry,”
says Stacey. “It sent a clear message to our customers that we
are here to educate and inform them of better ways to lower their
costs.”
continued on page 10 >>

ASK FOR OUR NEW
INDUSTRIAL CATALOG
AND START PLANNING
MORE EFFICIENTLY
VISCOM PRODUCTS FOR CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

www.bisilque.com
www.mastervision-products.com
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custom cut sheets

Willcopy® Custom Cut Sheets are a full line of punched and perforated office papers
that complement your office paper offering. Available in 20 and 24 lb. basis weights;
it also features ColorLok® Technology for bolder blacks and vivid colors with inkjet printing.

Explore our other product offerings:

Domtar’s Enterprise Group is dedicated to being a resource and providing
value to our dealers through our products, selection and service. We have
experienced local account managers, technical support, exceptional inside
sales service, and a wealth of product knowledge.
For more information, contact Domtar’s Enterprise Group at 1.800.458.4640.

Visit us at www.egpaper.com.

®
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FL Dealer Gulf Coast Office Products Hosts Successful Consumer Show
For the eighth year, Gulf Coast Office Products, Pensacola, Florida, held a successful consumer show at its Florida facility.
GCOP has eight different locations in Florida, Mississippi and
Alabama and regularly holds two shows a year. “We do shows in
Mobile and Pensacola,” says John Wright, general manager. The
Pensacola show is a fall show in October and the Mobile show is
in March. “They are our biggest markets,” adds John.
The 2016 Pensacola Vendor Show was held in GCOP’s Pensacola
13,000 sq. ft. furniture showroom. “We moved all the furniture into
the warehouse and opened up the whole facility for the show,”
says John.
Eighteen supply and furniture manufacturers exhibited, and approximately 700 customers attended.
Attendees were given cards and had to get validations from at
least 15 of the 18 exhibitors to be eligible for a broad assortment
of door prizes that included a flat-screen TV, YETI coolers, iPads
and travel vouchers.

“It took our attendees quite a while to walk through the show and
interact with the manufacturers,” says John. The manufacturers
love it because they don’t often get to interact with that many
consumers.”
That interaction is equally important for GCOP. “We want people
to understand the size and scale that we have,” says John. “We
compete with the big boxes every day, but a lot of people don’t
see that.” A vendor show such as this allows customer to meet
with GCOP personnel face-to-face and get to know them on a
first name basis.
“We get them to engage with who we are and what we sell,” he
adds. “A lot of customers think we only sell office furniture or
office supplies.” This kind of exposure highlights all the categories that GCOP has available, including janitorial supplies and
promotional products.

continued on page 12 >>

Dealer-On-Demand

THE OFFICE WOULD HAVE
BEEN CLOSED FOR THE
FIRST TIME IN 70 YEARS.

A 25 year employee at our dealership who was
universally liked and highly respected died
suddenly. “There was absolutely no way I would
have asked anyone to miss the funeral,” says
Chip Jones, “even though it would mean closing
for the first time in our 70- year history.”
Dealer-On-Demand from GOPD made it possible
for Minton-Jones staff to attend the funeral
while back at the office it was business as usual.

To learn more about
Dealer-On-Demand
contact Andy Ballard at
andyb@gopd.com
or call 888.665.9593 ext 107.

Reliablity for today, and Flexibility for tomorrow.
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AOPD Gives You
the Best of Both Worlds

AOPD specializes in office products contracting opportunities.
Our customers enjoy the benefits of a national corporate purchasing
program and the tremendous advantages of working with local
committed dealers.
With hundreds of contracts – including those with National Cooperative
Purchasing Alliance (NCPA), a leading national public sector government
purchasing cooperative, and Premier, one of the nation’s largest group
purchasing alliance with over 100,000 members – we prove it every day.

When it comes to attaining the best of both
worlds, AOPD connects the pieces of the puzzle.
AOPD Corporate Location
1652 E. Main Street, Suite 220
St. Charles, Illinois 60174
630.761.0600 | Fax 630.761.0691 | www.aopd.com
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In Memoriam:

Randy Siebert

Northern Office Supply

Randall (Randy) Norman Siebert, owner and manager of Northern Office Supply in Anchorage, died unexpectedly November 5. He was 48.
Randy was born on Aug. 21, 1968, in Akron, Ohio, where he spent his early years. He
moved to Alaska in 1991, where he worked for many years in business and sales before
becoming owner of Northern Office Supply and Materials Management of Alaska.
His obituary described Randy as a kind, loving and selfless man who was happiest
when helping and serving others, often putting their needs above his own.
He was an avid golfer and music enthusiast who enjoyed attending concerts both in
Anchorage and wherever he traveled.
He had an entrepreneurial spirit and loved building relationships with those he worked
with and businesses in the community. His humor and sincerity endeared him to many,
and he will be sorely missed by all who had the pleasure of knowing him.
He is survived by his wife, Wendy Larsen Siebert; his son, Matthew W. Tacke; his daughter, Jessica F. Siebert; his stepsons, Cameron
J. Ashby and Devon O. Larsen; his mother, Judith F. Swiger; his father of 35 years, David R. Swiger; his brothers, Jeffrey J. Siebert, Michael D. Siebert (Annette), James D. Siebert (Darlene), David Swiger Jr. (Dina) and Jeffrey Swiger (Carri); and a large extended family.

Not a subscriber?

Sign Up Now

Not an Advertiser?

Start Next Month
Got an article idea?

We Want To Hear About It.
Call Simon - 703-379-8583
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GIve the GIFt OF hOPe
Make a donation to City of Hope today and give the gift of hope for the holidays.
Visit CityofHope.org/gmp to make your generous contribution and Essendant will
match your gift dollar for dollar up to $1 million.
Through your support, City of Hope’s National Business
Products Industry has raised more than $150 million
toward lifesaving research and treatment for cancer and
diabetes and, with your support, we will find the cures.

SAVE THE DATE — MONDAY AND TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 27 TO 28, 2017
2017 cItY OF hOPe tOuR and hall OF FaMe dInneR
City of Hope — Duarte, CA, and Langham Hotel & Resort — Pasadena, CA

Steve Schultz
North American and International
Business President and Chief
Operating Officer, GOJO Industries
2017 Spirit of Life® Honoree

70000-NEW-3679

For more information, visit CityofHope.org/nbpi.

Secrets of Success:
Nuleaf Office Solutions, Seattle
With second-generation management,
Seattle-based Nuleaf Office Solutions has
boldly taken the office supply business in
a new direction. Kelly Cudworth, president, has eschewed many of the traditional dealer trappings—inventory, salespeople and delivery trucks—to establish a
commercial sales machine based on equal
doses of solid salesmanship and digital
marketing.
Kelly joined his father at what was then
known as The Cartridge Family 13 years
ago. Back then, the dealership had a
strong business selling ink and toner to
primarily government accounts. But after
he took the reins of the business five years
ago, it became apparent that a business
based on toner sales was not sustainable.
Following a business operations study and
a re-branding exercise a new identity was
forged.

n Key management:
Kelly Cudworth, Tracy Key
n Annual sales: $3 million
n Products: Office Supplies,
Managed Print Services, Furniture,
Breakroom, JanSan, Admin Software
Applications.
n Founded: 1975
n Employees: 5
n Key business partners:
Jeff Cudworth, father and current
CEO; Gayle Cudworth, mom
n Online Sales: 70%
nw
 ww.nuleafoffice.com
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Kelly launched Nuleaf in 2014. “We had
a new name, a new logo, new website, a
new message, a new sales process and
a new direction,” says Kelly. Nuleaf would
focus on the commercial market and
take a consultative approach to the sales
process.
The new business model also took a leaner approach which enabled Nuleaf to be
more price-competitive. “It was all about
adding new customers, working with them
over a six-to-nine-month period, after
which we could expand both margin and
the categories that we sold,” says Kelly.
Before the switch, Nuleaf had three
salespeople; after the new identity went
live there were none. “The team we had
wasn’t selling so much as they were
processing orders and doing account
management,” Kelly says. “Account management is important but technology can
handle that and I don’t need a sales rep to
process orders.” Kelly himself has taken
over the sales function and his operational
staff handles other functions.
INDEPENDENT DEALER

“I have a great operational staff, account
manager, internal customer service and
technology,” he says. The new website,
together with digital marketing tools and
a strong social media effort, exist to drive
traffic. “We are first call with Essendant
and have good relationships with all of our
vendors,” says Kelly. “Strong and honest
relationships with our vendors are key.”
Similar thinking has propelled Kelly to outsource his delivery function. Most orders
are drop-shipped by Essendant, while
for heavier items, Nuleaf contracts with
well-established local delivery services.
“Now my delivery team is my vendor and
I am their customer,” he says. “The more
business we send them the more excited
they are to work with us.”
The money previously spent on a sales
team, combined with the savings on
expenses associated with delivery trucks
and drivers, have been plowed into digital
marketing.
Getting the traffic isn’t all that difficult,
Kelly contends. He says the real effort focuses on making sure that once traffic hits
your site, your brand, your message and
your staff are all on the same page.
“I want to reach businesses that are looking for a new supplier. Once they come,
I know my staff is responsive,” he says.
“They understand what customers need,
know the different categories that we sell
and how to qualify callers.”
The goal is to have the process so welloiled that the end result is a digital lead
pipeline.
As 2016 draws to a close, Nuleaf has
acquired a solid group of commercial
customers, and it’s keeping them. “Not
only are we retaining our customers,” says
Kelly, “but we are expanding the categories and solutions that we provide them.”
The sales engine is operating efficiently,
and success is within reach.
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R e s o lu t i o n s o lu t i o n s F o R e v e Ry Wo R ks pac e
Get a kick start on your New Year’s resolutions with Safco Active ™ . Standing, leaning, sit-to-stand and active
seating are all options that create small movements that add up to make a big difference. Safco Active product
solutions like Pivot, Mobis ® II and Zenergy ™ Swivel Ball Chairs can get your body moving, encouraging bouncing,
shifting positions and fidgeting for a workday filled with activity and productivity. Welcome to Active Working.

TM

www.safcoproducts.com/safcoactive

If you have news to share - email it to
Simon@IDealerCentral.com

U.S. Senator Calls on FTC to Investigate Office Depot for
Its Sales Tactics on PC Repair and Protection Programs
U.S. Senator Maria Cantwell (D-Washington) has called on the
Federal Trade Commission to investigate allegations that Office
Depot has been making customers buy costly computer repair
and anti-virus packages and software they don’t need.

A former Office Depot technician told Jones the company’s PC
Health Check service would lie to customers that their otherwise-clean PCs were infected with malware, and that this was

Up until last month, the Florida-based big box offered a PC Health
Check program, by which it provided free scans to customers to
check for the presence of viruses and malware on their computers.

He claimed he was let go from his job because he refused to run
the scanner on people’s machines. “The program itself is mandatory,” he told Jones. “It’s not an option to not run the program. You
have to run it on every machine that comes in the building. Period.

However, according to a recent report by Seattle-based investigative journalist Jesse Jones, Office Depot’s free service is anything
but. Instead, he says, it’s designed to generate a predetermined
result for customers showing their computer is infected, a diagnosis that provides an ideal opportunity to pitch costly repair services and malware protection software.
Producers at the TV station where Jones works spent a month visiting Office Depot stores in Washington and Oregon asking Office
Depot technical staff to run the company’s free PC Health Check
on six computers.
In the majority of cases, Jones reported, Office Depot techs told
them the computers were infected and offered to sell them expensive repair and protection services costing as much as $180.
Only problem: all six computers were out-of-the-box new and had
never even been connected to the Internet before the scan!
A computer security company the TV station retained to evaluate
the computers gave each of them a clean bill of health. “We found
no symptoms of malware when we operated them. Nor did we find
any actual malware,” a representative of the company told Jones.
Producers at the TV station even went so far as to buy a computer
at one Office Depot store, in Vancouver, Washington, and take it
for testing to another store, in Portland, Oregon, only to be told by
the Portland tech that he found malware symptoms .
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used to sell expensive repair tools.

“I knew I was going to be replaced when I started to see that stuff
happening because I refused to do it. They’re like, you have to hit
these numbers. I’m like, I’m not going to make things up so you
can hit your numbers. I’m not going to do it.”
He and other Office Depot employees who confirmed his account
said they told Office Depot management about the problems with
PC Health Check two years ago but they “did nothing to stop it.”
“If they actually did what they say they did and actually cared
about their customers, they would have never started this program. Because this is completely taking advantage of people that
are unaware that they’re being taken advantage of,” the technician
added.
Under federal law, the FTC can bring enforcement action against
deceptive or unfair marketing practices and Senator Cantwell is
urging the agency to use this authority to investigate what she
described as “Office Depot’s exploitative behavior” and punish offenders if necessary.
Following Senator Cantwell’s call for action by the FTC and the
widespread publicity given nationwide to Jones’s initial report, Office Depot has suspended its PC Health Check service.

INDEPENDENT DEALER
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Repositionable. Durable. Incomparable.

Ultra Tabs shown in actual size

2-sided writable tab with
see-through writable body

Smudge-free with
most pens, pencils & markers

©2015 Avery Products Corporation. All rights reserved. Avery and all other Avery
brands, product names and codes are trademarks of Avery Products Corporation.

Available in a variety of
sizes & colors
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Independent Stationers Elects Board of Directors, Officers for 2016-2017
The Independent Stationers dealer group
recently elected its board of directors and
officers for the coming year.

At a subsequent meeting of the new
board, officers were elected for the 20162017 year.

Elected to three-year terms on the board
were Tonya Horn of Rogard’s, in Champaign, Illinois; Tom Bramlett of OEC in Mobile, Alabama, and Mary Catherine Sigmon of Kennedy Office in Raleigh, North
Carolina.

They are:
nC
 hairman: Joel Vockrodt, Office
Peeps, Watertown, South Dakota
nV
 ice Chairman: Jordan Kudler,
Legacy Office Solutions, Brooklyn,
New York
nT
 reasurer: Tim Triplett, Triplett Office
Essentials, Des Moines, Iowa

n Secretary: Tonya Horn, Rogard’s,
Champaign, Illinois
Chairman Joel Vockrodt commented,
“This is a time of great change in our industry. I am excited about the coming
year, and I look forward to working with
this group of officers and the entire board
of directors as we continue our efforts to
create opportunities for growth and business health for the members and affiliates
of Independent Stationers.”

continued on page 20 >>
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CONTACT US TODAY
ROANOKE STAMP & SEAL CO.
25 Madison Avenue Roanoke, VA 24016
1-800-542-7475
orders@roanokestamp.com
WWW.ROANOKESTAMP.COM
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Complete Custom Order Fulfillment • 1-2 Day Lead Times on Custom Orders
Multi-Location Consolidation Specialists • Real Time Tracking on ALL Orders
QUALITY GUARANTEED!
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The new G2 PenStylus from Pilot is the perfect office partner for your customers
and is available in three stylish barrel colors. The premium, high performance stylus
tip works fluidly on touchscreen devices and the smooth writing gel ink of G2 is a
workplace legend. Energize your sales with Pilot innovation and the G2 PenStylus!
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Essendant Announces 2017 CORE Live Dates and Location
Wholesaler Essendant has announced the dates and location for its 2017 Center of Reseller Excellence (CORE) Live event: February
6-9 at the Mandalay Bay Resort and Casino in Las Vegas.
Theme for the meeting will be “Art – Strategy – Science – Revolution.” Event organizers said it is designed to bring together a large
cross-section of the industry in an environment of interactive learning and engagement.
They said it will explore best practices across a number of topics, provide access to industry leaders and the newest products, review
the best sales techniques and share the latest marketing solutions to make its customers successful.
“The expectations of business buyers are evolving faster than ever. Today’s most successful companies are continuously innovating,
using a powerful combination of customer obsession, technology and data to improve their customers’ experience and keep them
coming back,” commented Michael Hauck, vice president of marketing and digital services at Essendant. “To help resellers better
understand this new market, Essendant will provide consumer research, key trends and new marketing and digital services to help
resellers adjust and adapt their strategies to be successful.”
continued on page 22 >>

Organizational
Solutions

Stackable

Caddy
Organizer
Essential for bringing supplies with you,
or organizing small space. Stack and
carry multiple caddies by utilizing the lift
& lock feature. Hinged, snap-tight lids
keep items secure and are easy to
remove when you're ready to work.
Patent Pending.

Interlocking

Storage Organizer

The ultimate in versatility! Create your ideal storage. Interlocking bin
features dovetail design on top and sides allowing individual bins to stack
and connect vertically or horizontally. Clear bins tilt out effortlessly and stay
open when not in use; remove for easy cleaning and reﬁlling. Use on table,
mount directly to wall or hang on mounting bar. Patent Pending.

Interlocking

Stacking Organizer
Great for on-the-go storage. Interchangeable lid/base allows for separate
canister capacity to store tape, writing instruments, clips and other small
supplies. Remove lid and connect canisters for taller supplies. Includes
removable center post for use with tape.
U.S. Patent No. D758.847
www.deﬂecto.com
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INTRODUCING

IMAGE ADVANTAGE

GP’s Custom Carton Program
OUR CARTON CAN NOW BE YOUR CANVAS

HAVE SOMETHING TO SAY?

SAY IT ON A CUSTOM CARTON!

Contact your GP Sales Representative to learn how GP’s Image Advantage
Program can help drive incremental value for your business!
©2016 Georgia-Pacific Consumer Products LP. All rights reserved. The Georgia-Pacific logo and all trademarks are owned by or licensed to Georgia-Pacific Consumer Products LP.

Industry News

continued from page 20

EDspaces 2016 Offers Insights on 21st Century Learning Spaces
More than 2,000 education professionals,
architects and industry partners headed to
Cincinnati last month, to take part in the
2016 EDspaces event.
Attendees participated in education sessions in architect-designed classrooms,
networked during a tradeshow featuring
some 150 exhibitors, ate scratch-cooked
school lunches in the EDspaces cafeteria,
and took part in tours of local educational
facilities.
New items on the EDspaces agenda included a pre-conference Dealer Boot
Camp and Lunch & Learn, a feature that
offered an integrated approach to school
cafeteria facilities and highlighted their impact on nutrition education.
The inaugural Dealer Boot Camp featured
topics about current trends in education,
happenings in school construction and

factors driving change at both PK-12
schools and colleges and universities.
Another major component of the conference was the announcement of this year’s
EDspaces Innovation Award winners.
They included:
•B
 est of Competition and Seating:
KI for its Ruckus Collection
•F
 urniture: Kimball Office for KORE
• Specialties: Steelcase for
the Thread Ultra Thin Power
MADE IN USA-gray.jpg
Distribution system
•E
 quipment: Extron Electronics for
PlenumVault Digital Systems
Next year’s EDspaces will take place
October 25-27 in Kansas City, MO. For
more info, visit www.ed-spaces.com.

KI’s new Ruckus seating line won “Best of Competition
in the EDspaces Innovation Award program. It also took
top honors in the program’s seating category.

continued on page 24 >>

Pr oudly Suppo r t ing
I ndependent De a le r s
wit h I nnov at iv e Vis ua l
Com m unicat ions S o lut io ns
f or 40 Year s !

2999 Henkle Drive | Lebanon, Ohio 45036 | 800.543.0550

ghent.com
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It's time to embrace the latest
technology in furniture sales.

Navigate through
interactive catalogs
from your favorite
manufacturers.

Build unique
workplace layouts
and specify fabrics
and finishes.

Create stunning,
Provide fully priced
high definition
and accurate
renderings with just estimations to share
one tap.
instantly.

The enitre client-engagement experience
has been completely reinvented with
The KITS collaborator™ Mobile,
an industry leading visual sales tool.
1.416.499.2457 x 2720
sales@kisptech.com
www.kisp.com/kits
The KITS collaborator™ is the registered trademark and product of KiSP, Inc.

Industry News

continued from page 22

Regency Franchise Group Adds Midwest
Office to Its Dealer Network
Regency Franchise Group has added Springfield, Illinois-based Midwest Office to its dealer
network.
Regency said the dealership will be introducing Midwest Select, a new online supplies and
printed materials ordering and management program. The program will also include printed
products, promotional and apparel items through customized company stores.
“Our objective for the new program is to help customers reduce expenses and gain greater
efficiencies managing their office supplies and commercial printing and printed promotional
products,” said Steve DeMarco, Midwest Office president and CEO.
“Midwest Office is exactly the type of partner we are looking for,” said Eric Beguelin, founder
and managing partner at Regency Franchise Group. “They have aggressive goals for the
Midwest Select offering and have made a significant investment to bring their vision to market. We are excited to be part of their plan, and together we know we can do great things,”
Beguelin continued.
For more information, contact Kimberly Fulford at Regency Franchise Group
(kfulford@regencyfranchisegroup.com).

continued on page 26 >>

Need an experienced OP Sales Manager
to help your team reach their goals?
Introducing K.Coaching’s
VIRTUAL SALES MANAGEMENT PROGRAM (VSM)
Create sales strategies
Phil Barnette
Sales and Sales
Management
Coach & Facilitator

Build a system of goals and accountability
Train, mentor, and coach individual sales reps
Conduct productive and inspiring team meetings

You can now leverage the expertise of
our newest coach and seasoned OP
industry veteran as your Virtual
Sales Manager.

Manage and monitor high performance
Define sales approach and processes
Assist in closing deals

CALL NOW to inquire or customize your
Virtual Sales Management Program
919-554-4505
DECEMBER 2016

On-site sales training

www.IDGrowth.com
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Better
Stronger
Easier
Companies Strive to Meet Consumers’ Demands
A Superior Consumer Experience is Vital

Hassle-Free Printing

Providing a frustration-free experience for consumers from
end to end is crucial in today’s world of instant product
reviews. With so many options available in-store and online,
superior quality and performance, as well as competitive
pricing are a must. Companies must constantly upgrade
their products, packaging and services to stay ahead of
the competition.

With more than 35 million print jobs expected in 2016,
a growth of 15% over 2015, Avery continues to lead the
way in label printing software. Free Avery Design & Print
makes it simple for consumers to personalize and print their
labels at any time, so in turn, they buy and print more.

The Best Get Better
The goal of Avery product developers is to make sure their
labels continue to lead the way in quality and innovation.
The company strives to stay on top of the competition with
the constant development of unique coatings and finishes,
and the sourcing of cutting-edge materials. All of the singleand dual-tech labels are put through rigorous testing to ensure
that they stick, stay put and provide superior performance.
Label sheets are tested through over 50 different printer
types to ensure there are no misfeeds, jams or alignment
issues. Samples are evaluated for print quality, dry time,
smudge resistance, water fastness and color density,
while adhesion tests are performed on hundreds of
different surfaces.

Power Pack aging
To create instant shelf appeal and
enhance end-user performance,
Avery continues to improve its
packaging with new vibrant branding
and imaging. The new look packaging
not only grabs a consumer’s eye with
larger, more inspirational images, but
provides easy reference for repeat buyers. The company has
also included easy horizontal and vertical access, so sheets
can be removed without damage, and product identification has
been added on all four sides of packaging for quick reference no
matter how it’s stored. The new durable packaging also protects
the product and can be stacked without damage, while a new
tuck closure secures labels and withstands repeated use.

Consumers simply enter their product number at avery.com/
print, choose from thousands of free designs and templates,
personalize and print. The website is constantly updated with
fresh, new designs, as well as creative, inspirational content
to help consumers create their own DIY projects.
Avery is currently rolling out a new, even easier-to-use version
of Design & Print using HTML5. The update will run smoothly
on PC and Mac ® computers, as well as tablets and mobile
devices. The company also offers the widest variety of print
solutions for Microsoft ® Word, as well as for hundreds of
third-party software programs.
From printing to application, consumers expect hassle-free
performance from their products, and they can depend on
Avery to continue to lead the way in label innovation and
engineering.
Visit avery.com to learn more about all the exciting products and
services Avery has to offer.

©2016 Avery Products Corporation. All rights reserved. Avery, UltraDuty and all other Avery brands, product names and codes are trademarks
of CCL Label, Inc. All other brands and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies. Personal and
company names and other information depicted on samples are ﬁctitious. Any resemblance to actual names and addresses is purely coincidental.

Industry News

continued from page 24

Smead Introduces Justick, Innovative New Board System
Smead Manufacturing has introduced Justick, a new line of bulletin, display and dry-erase whiteboards that uses Electro Adhesion
technology to provide an innovative alternative to conventional display attachment.
Users can simply place materials on the Justick surface and they will stick without the use of pins, glue, magnets or tape, Smead said.
For more information, visit www.smead.com.

continued on page 28 >>

Join the Business
Solutions Association
for the 2017 Annual
Forum!
The Forum will take place at the
Austin Hilton.
www.businesssolutionsassociation.com

Save the Date:
2017 BSA Forum in Austin, TX
September 6 - 7, 2017
DECEMBER 2016
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EACH YEAR BOISE PAPER

GIVES
THE GIFT OF
BOX TOPS

TO 3 LUCKY SCHOOLS
Please join us in congratulating:
UNITY CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
Fulton, IL

ARTHUR B NESS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Spokane, WA

KING SCHOOL
Portland, OR

This December each of these schools
will receive 400 reams of Boise Paper
+ 10,000 Box Tops!

For more information visit:

BoisePaper.com/BTFE |
Paper with Purpose is a trademark of Boise White Paper, L.L.C. or its affiliates. BOISE is a trademark of Boise Cascade Company.
Box Tops for Education and associated words and designs are trademarks of General Mills, used under license. © General Mills.

Industry News

continued from page 26

HSM Introduces New Pure Line of Shredders
Shredder manufacturer HSM has introduction a new line of
shredders under the Pure brand. Designed to meet the full spectrum of office needs—from a small home office to a large corporate department—the line features optimized cutting device
technology that destroys staples, paper clips, credit cards/store
cards and CDs/DVDs, HSM said.
It also features cutting rollers made of hardened steel with a
“Made in Germany” quality for safety and durability, complete
with a three-year warranty, the company added.
Each shredder in the HSM Pure line includes an Energy Management Control System, which puts the shredder into an energy
saving standby mode after 30 minutes of being idle.
In addition, a Quiet Operation feature with whisper-like noise levels during operation allows users to conduct normal conversations/business during shredding, while a comprehensive safety
system offers up to 10 points of protection, to ensure safe operation for both the operator and shredder. In addition, anti-jam
technology features such as overload protection with automatic reversing function prevent jams when the machine has been
overloaded. For more information, visit www.hsm.us.

IT’S LIKE HAVING
THIS GUY
PROTECTING YOUR
CUSTOMER’S FILES.
If your customer’s business were destroyed by an office
fire, would their most important documents be safe?
The Phoenix family of products provides on-site fire and
water protection for your customer’s files, and keeps their
business running even after a disaster. They worked hard
to build their business, so we won’t let it go up in smoke.

(800) 636.0778 | WWW.PHOENIXSAFEUSA.COM
DECEMBER 2016
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The end of tax forms…as you know them
The end is near…and that’s a good thing for you and your customers!
efile1099NOW
offers your customers
a better, faster way to
do their tax forms and
provides you with an
easier, more profitable
replacement to sell.

We’ve seen a lot of things come to
an end in office products. Typewriter
ribbons. Carbon paper. Floppy discs.
Adding machines. And you know
what? We don’t even miss them!
Here’s another thing we won’t
miss… tax forms. They are bulky,
complicated, confusing and the
bane of customer service, salespeople and inventory managers.

How about a one box, onesize-fits-all solution?
Imagine a single box that solves all
of that. No more paper forms. No
more envelopes. No more customer
service calls. No more last minute
orders only to find that the wholesaler or tax form printer is all out
of that form. That solution is here
now… efile1099NOW.

What is it and how does it
work?
It’s a complete online solution for
1099 and W-2 forms. All you do is
sell the box and you’re done. Inside
the box there’s a CD (for those that
DECEMBER 2016

still have a disk drive) and a code
to use when you go to the site and
register. Think TurboTax.
Once registered your customer can
import all their data from QuickBooks, Excel, .txt and csv files to
populate the forms or fill out the
form templates. And the forms
include W-2, 1098, 1098-T 1099-B,
1099-C, 1099-DIV, 1099-INT, 1099MISC, 1099-R, AND 1042-S.
Simple instructions are provided
online, along with end user support
through Live Chat and email. Once
the data is entered your customer
is done.
We print the forms and mail them
to the recipients from our SSAE
16 SOC1 Type II certified printing
facility. All data is encrypted and
absolutely secure.
We file with the IRS and SSA and the
user receives notification that the
forms have been filed, accepted and
mailed. 1096 and W-3 data is automatically included with e-file. PDF
copies are available to print anytime

and the user can access the filings
for up to four years.

Faster and more accurate
Imagine the last minute filer sweating bullets on January 31. They
just go online and walk through the
process and the on-screen validation ensures they get it done right.
In fact, our efile1099NOW program
consistently delivers a 1% error rate
or lower compared to a 20% error
rate with paper tax returns. Plus
they can run summary and totals
reports to validate data.

It’s the way of the world
today…
The shift is on from paper to the
cloud and it is happening in many
markets. Just ask the newspapers how their digital editions are
doing alongside the print version.
In payables we see lower check
sales as PayPal and other online
payment systems take hold. And in
office products we are seeing lower
envelope sales as a result of online
bill pay and lower file folder sales as

INDEPENDENT DEALER

a result of online storage.

But it’s not gloom and
doom…
At ComplyRight we’ve been printing
tax forms for over forty years and
we’re not going to leave you high
and dry as those tax form sales
decline. And they are declining.
efile1099NOW is bringing the online
solution for tax forms to the office
products dealer. The wholesaler
doesn’t have it and neither do your
other tax form providers. But your
customer can and will find other
e-filing options online if you don’t
provide this to them.
It’s easier, less work, lower costs
and higher profits. And you can take
all those tax forms and stack ‘em up
on the dusty shelf of history alongside those sheets of carbon paper
and inky typewriter ribbons.
For more information, contact
Maria at ComplyRight
(800-482-9367 or email
MDNavarro@complyright.com).
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NO PRINTING. NO MAILING. NO FILING.

NO PROBLEM.

For Your Customer

They enter or upload their data and they’re done!
We print, mail, file with IRS and SSA and store online.

For You

You just sell the box. We do the rest including Live Chat and phone support.
No Minimum • No Freight • Free Drop Ship • 50% Discount

Contact Maria for more information:
800-482-9367 or email MDNavarro@complyright.com

TriMega NexChange Program Provides ‘In the Trenches’
Learning Opportunity for Young Dealer Executives

Arrow Office Supply’s Marc Crane (left) met with Storey Kenworthy VP of sales Lincoln Dix
during his NexChange visit to the Iowa dealer. He also met with key executives in the Iowa
dealership’s customer service, purchasing and warehouse operations.
industry leadership with
a special emphasis on
networking, best practices
development and idea
and information exchange
among its members.
The NexChange program offers all that and
more, and it does so in
a way that goes beyond
anything a dealer might
learn in a formal workshop
or webinar setting, says
NexChange chair Ryan
Boyington.
Twist Office Products’ Liz Fernandez was the guest of Stinson’s Russ Haley (left)
and Ben Stinson during her NexChange visit to the Bakersfield, California-based
dealership.
Where’s the next generation of leadership going to come from? For many dealers, finding
the right answer to that question is just as
critical to a successful future as any involving
competing effectively against the big boxes
and Amazon or making the most of their technology investment.
The good news—at least for members of
the TriMega Purchasing Association—is that
they now have access to a resource that is
helping them answer that question in new and
innovative ways. It’s called NexChange and
it’s designed to help rising young dealer professionals broaden their horizons by visiting
other dealerships to exchange ideas, learn
best practices and build peer relationships.
NexChange is a project of TriMega’s NEXT
Committee, a peer group within TriMega. The
committee represents the next generation of
DECEMBER 2016

“Formal industry education
is always valuable but I
find other dealers are my
best source of ideas and
information and I’m sure many of my peers feel
the same,” says Ryan, director of office products at Storey Kenworthy in Des Moines. “A
NexChange visit really puts you in the trenches
and creates some tremendous learning opportunities—not just for the visiting dealer but for
the host as well.”
One rising young industry executive who
knows exactly what Ryan is talking about is
Marc Crane of Arrow Office Supply in Detroit.
Earlier this year, Marc spent two days in Des
Moines, visiting with Ryan and the rest of the
Storey Kenworthy team and, he says, it was a
tremendously valuable experience on several
levels.

service, purchasing and warehouse management,” Marc says. “We brainstormed, shared
best practices in depth and genuinely learned
a lot from each other.” Adds Ryan, “It was a
terrific experience on both sides. I learned as
much from Marc as he did from us and we
both came away with specific action plans to
make both dealerships stronger.”
At Wood Dale, Illinois-based Twist Office Products, VP of marketing and business development Liz Fernandez has a similar story to tell
after her visit to Stinson’s in Bakersfield, CA.
Liz spent three days as a guest of Stinson’s
president Ben Stinson and vice president Russ
Haley and, she says, the whole Stinson team
could not have been more welcoming.
“Stinson’s truly made me feel part of their
family and I gained a lot of great best practices from them that will help drive Twist to be
an even better company in the future,” she
reports.
“After participating in NexChange, I feel more
connected to the industry and like I have a
community of people to bounce ideas off of
or ask questions,” says Liz. “It wasn’t just
about the three days spent at the dealership
but even more, about beginning a valuable,
ongoing relationship with people who share
the same issues and challenges that we do.”
If you’re a TriMega member and you’d
like to find out more about the NexChange
program or the group’s NEXT Committee
in general, visit the group’s website at
www.shapingtomorrowtoday.com.

“Ryan and his team were excellent hosts and
I was able to spend quality time with him
and other key executives in sales, customer
INDEPENDENT DEALER
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JUST GOT

BIGGER

Co-located with ISSA/INTERCLEAN

Presented by:

September 10 - 12, 2017 | Bellagio Resort | Las Vegas
POWERFUL
dealer-led sessions
and seminars

VALUABLE
peer-to-peer
networking forums!

EPIC
gathering of industry
movers & shakers

Two Events in One!

Come for EPIC 2017
Stay for ISSA/Interclean 2017
thru Nov 14th Las Vegas Convention Center

Find out why
you need to be at
EPIC 2017 with ISSA!

NOPA and Its Coalition Allies
Turn Back Overtime Rules
By Paul Miller

As many of you know, IOPFDA belongs to the Partnership to Protect Workplace Opportunity, a large coalition in Washington which has been focused on repealing the
onerous overtime rules issued by the Obama Administration earlier this year.
As we move into the holiday season, your association wants to give you—courtesy of
a ruling by federal judge Amos Mazzant of the Eastern District of Texas—an early gift.
Last month, Judge Mazzant granted a request filed by 21 states for an immediate
injunction against these onerous rules, which had been due to go into effect on December 1.
Without the injunction, the standard salary threshold for determining eligibility for overtime would have doubled (to $47,476) and made 35% of full-time salaried workers
automatically entitled to overtime, based solely on their salary.
The regulations would have also updated the total annual compensation level above
which most white collar workers become ineligible for overtime, from the current
$100,000 to $134,004 a year. (You can find a detailed summary of the Obama Administration’s overtime rules on the IOPFDA website).
Last month’s court ruling means President-Elect Trump and Congress will have more
time to figure out if permanent repeal is necessary or whether they should issue a new
rule. Either way, this is very good news for our members!
The injunction could not come at a better time. The proposed changes in overtime
regulations were already having a significant impact on how our members were preparing for 2017 and it was certainly limiting their hiring plans. Now, that burden has
been lifted.
Let’s be clear: We aren’t opposed to having a real discussion on the need for new overtime and wage rules. The problem with the overtime rules that were proposed was that
the Obama Administration failed to listen and work with industry to craft a set of rules
that would have been acceptable to both sides and phased in over time.
A big thank you is due to the leadership at IOPFDA for their aggressive position and
vigorous action on this issue on behalf of the entire membership. This is just one of the
value propositions IOPFDA offers its members.
We believe this is just the beginning and look forward to working with the incoming President and Congress on passing additional small-business-friendly legislation.
Meanwhile, IOPFDA will continue to monitor this issue and keep you informed of any
new developments.

As NOPA’s director of legislative and regulatory affairs, Paul Miller is the association’s government
advocacy representative on Capitol Hill. Miller represents NOPA and dealer interests before the U.S.
Government and key states; insisting on a level playing field in contracting for independents and protecting
office products dealers’ business against misguided government proposals. For more information, visit
www.iopfda.org/?page=Advocacy.
DECEMBER 2016
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City of Hope
LOCAL INDUSTRY TOUR AND LUNCHEON

Friday, December 16, 2016
10 a.m. to 12 p.m. Tour • 12 to 1 p.m. Lunch
Meet at Fountain
We invite you to join your industry peers for a special tour of City of Hope. The tour is designed
not only to educate you on the miraculous work being done at City of Hope, but also to see how
the generosity and commitment of our business product industry has enhanced this world-class
facility. With your help, City of Hope continues to change the lives of cancer patients worldwide.
The 2017 National Business Products Industry campaign will honor Steve Schultz, president and
CEO of GOJO! Join us for an unforgettable day!

R.S.V.P. to Andy Ishii at aishii@coh.org
or call (626) 218-6566 by December 6
Hosted by:

Investing in networking and in reaching
out to your local business community will
usually reap a big reward.
By Michael Chazin

continued on page 37 >>
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Practically every dealer you talk to about
networking has a different idea of the best
way to go about it. But pretty much all of
them agree about the need to reach out
to your local market on a consistent, ongoing basis with non-sales efforts to build
awareness of what you offer and establish your dealership as a go-to source for
business products.
Serving on different boards, helping
non-profits and attending all kinds of
chamber, Rotary and similar events all offer ways to build relationships and a network, says Ed McCoy, vice president of
sales and marketing at Kerr Office Group
in Elizabethtown, Kentucky.

whether it be a lead or power partner—
someone they might mesh well with and
become friends.”
Kabert started networking while still in
college and he’s still going strong! Not
long after graduation he went to work for
the family dealership in the San Francisco
Bay area and began building his network
pretty much from Day One.
Kabert went through different chamber
organizations before settling on the one
that seemed best for his needs. “I think it
is important to try out different chambers
and see where the best fit might be,” he
suggests.
The Morgan Hill Chamber of Commerce
was based in a small town and didn’t have
the reach that Kabert felt he needed. Next
he tried the San Jose chamber, but he
says it was too large and didn’t feel sincere. He settled on the Santa Clara chamber in 2012.

“A lot of our business is still
relationship-based; they
know who we are and they
trust us.”
—Ed McCoy
“When someone has an opportunity or
maybe just an office need they come to us
because of that network we have built,”
he says. “A lot of our business is still relationship-based; they know who we are
and they trust us.”
“To me networking means always being
able to look for opportunities to connect
someone with someone else and create
a win-win situation,” says Sam Kabert,
president of Value Business Products,
Morgan Hill, California. “When I meet
someone in business I always try to think
who might be a good contact for them,
DECEMBER 2016

“Santa Clara ended up being a nice mix
and it gave me good opportunities in a
thriving city,” says Kabert. For two years
he was chairman of the Silicon Valley
Young Professionals group, which is part
of the Santa Clara chamber. Currently he’s
in the third year of a board position with
the chamber. “It has created a lot of good
connections and friends,” he says.
Randy Garcia, president and owner of Office Xpress, Hialeah, Florida, says he has
been networking for years and sees it as
an important element of the overall sales
function.
“Networking is basically creating an alliance with a group of trusted individuals
and business associates, small businesses that share common needs,” he says.
“It is an alliance to work with each other
in the community and to make sure that
you recommend each other’s services to
provide a local source for each other.”
Over the years Garcia has joined various
networking groups including his local
chamber of commerce and BNI International. He found these groups to be unINDEPENDENT DEALER

necessarily restrictive and at times expensive based on the required dues, which
led him to develop an independent networking group.

“Networking is basically
creating an alliance with a
group of trusted individuals
and business associates,
small businesses that share
common needs.”
—Randy Garcia
Garcia’s group brings together about 15
business owners and sales professionals who have known each other for many
years. “We have always worked together and right now we meet here at Office
Xpress because I have a large conference
room,” says Garcia. The group meets
monthly and reviews what is happening
in the Hialeah area. The only expense, he
says, is the cost of a pot of coffee.
“You have to decide what networking
opportunities work for you and what
is going to be advantageous for your
business,” says Teresa Gandara, president and co-owner of Pencil Cup Office Products in El Paso, Texas. Gandara is a member of the El Paso Hispanic
Chamber of Commerce and has invested her efforts in working with chamber
members to help grow her business.
When she first started with the chamber
she used to go to its monthly Pan Dulce,

continued on page 38 >>
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a B2B networking event, primarily just to
have a good time. More recently she has
become more serious about the marketing opportunity these events have to offer.
“I know that there are potential customers
out there who need us so I go there looking for them,” she explains.

“You have to decide what
networking opportunities
work for you and what is
going to be advantageous
for your business.”
—Teresa Gandara
Networking offers dealers the opportunity
to meet potential clients in a non-selling
situation, which can help open doors
down the road. “Anytime you can get
your foot in the door with a warm lead or
a relationship that can help you out, that
gives you a leg up,” says McCoy. “You
still have to sell yourself, sell the company
and your vision, but it is a solid start.”
Often networking is about building awareness. “It can make sure that customers
are aware of your capabilities,” says Dave
Stock, vice president of Runco Office Supply in Elk Grove Village, Illinois.
Even with the growth of digital communications and online shopping, Stock says
meeting people face-to-face is as critical
as ever to help build business relationships. “Getting out and letting people
know that you support the community
and letting them know where you are is
important,” he says. “You start a converDECEMBER 2016

sation and maybe they had no idea that
you could be competitive or that you sold
janitorial products.”
Getting in front of people makes it easier
to get your point across. “It is about being active in the community, and being in
front of business leaders. That is who we
talk to,” says Steve DeMarco, president of
Midwest Office in Springfield, Illinois. “It is
extremely important to be in front of people
so they can tie together your name, your
face and your business,” he says. “We are
in multiple communities so it is pretty important to make sure you are out in front of
people and make yourself visible.

that opportunity has become more likely.
Kabert suggests that to obtain the maximum benefit from networking opportunities it pays not to approach them with a
sales mindset. As an example he refers to
an experience serving on the board of the
Santa Clara Chamber of Commerce. One
of his co-participants owned an in-door
soccer stadium. They had worked together on the board for about a year but had
never really gotten to know each other. “He
thought I was employed by the chamber,”
says Kabert.

“Each market is different and each market
has its own identity,” continues DeMarco.
“Some chambers of commerce are really strong and some aren’t. You just have
to know the communities that you are in,
and that is what we like to do. We get to
know what makes each community tick.”
Julie Garrigan, president and CEO at Garrigan’s, Springfield, Ohio, says she wasn’t
all that successful with her networking endeavors until she became involved with
the Women’s Business Enterprise National Council (WBENC). “With the WBENC
I finally dove in and started to attend their
events, both monthly luncheons where
there would be a presentation or a speaker,
and then open networking. Then I started to
go to their regional events, and I really liked
those,” says Garrigan. “We have picked up
some business from there, and I feel that we
are just beginning to get traction.”
Garrigan’s participation in WBENC has
opened doors that previously were
barred. The organization holds invitationonly events, and one of those enabled
her to breakthrough with Honda. “We
were invited to a business opportunity fair
sponsored by Honda as an introduction
to its Tier One suppliers,” she says. She
was able to meet with supplier diversity
officers from these companies and learn
what was required to work with them.
That experience has yet to produce additional business, but Garrigan believes
INDEPENDENT DEALER

“You always have to be
looking for opportunities
to connect someone with
someone else and create a
win-win situation.”
—Sam Kabert
“I explained to him that I was with Value
Business Products and that we sold office
supplies and promotional products,” he
says. “He said I should come in and talk
to his marketing manager.” Fast forward to
today and the soccer stadium has become
a top 10 account and buys 5,000 T-shirts
a year. “I never went into my board activities saying I am trying to sell. It is more
about building relationships; when the time
comes I can see if they have a need for
promotional products or office products.”
Successful networking efforts create a
coalition and a ground game with your
customers and organizations that you give
your time to, with the hope that they will
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make referrals back to you, says Garcia. “If
you are going to just do your own thing,
just look out for your own business and not
reciprocate with other business owners,”
he adds, “you only get what you give out.”

“My greatest satisfaction
from networking is being
able to connect businesses
that are going to have
synergistic benefits.”
—Julie Garrigan
Garrigan refers to this as connecting
synergistic people and organizations. “My
greatest satisfaction with networking is
being able to connect businesses that are
going to have synergistic benefits,” she
says. “As I learn about other businesses
and their capabilities then I become more
aware of their needs.” At that point she is
positioned to refer someone that has the
products or capabilities that business has
been looking for. “It is really fun to put the
pieces together and see it work.”
The impact of technology on networking
has not been lost on any of the dealers
interviewed for this article. “Social media
definitely plays a big role,” says McCoy.
He keeps up with business and industry
contacts through Twitter and LinkedIn.
Doing so enables him to stay connected
with activities that his contacts are
engaged in and learn what is important to
them. “I would never want to replace faceto-face time, but you can’t ignore social
media either. If you see something online

and then you bring it up with them when
you see them, it just helps you connect.”
With the growing emphasis on social
media and the preference by many for
electronic communications it is more important than ever that dealers and their
salespeople connect with contacts in
real time, says Stock. “Ten years ago you
might have seen your customer as often
as 20 times a month. Now if they are placing orders electronically, and they find
everything they need, you run the risk of
losing that personal touch. That makes
networking even more important.”
To reach those customers who seem to
shy away from personal interaction Runco makes extensive use of email blasts.
“With email blasts we try to touch those
customers in the way they prefer, which is
electronically,” he says.
To help reach those customers, Kerr
maintains a mix of generations on its sales
team. “As we see more millennials move
into purchasing positions,” says McCoy,
“we need to make sure how we approach
them and how we target them. We need
to understand how those meetings go. All
those dynamics are changing and doing
what you have always done with customers is not going to help you,” he adds.
“We have a big base of customers out
there now who just want to make a purchase, get the product delivered, and they
don’t care if they see anybody or talk to
anybody,” he points out. That comes as a
big change to sales professionals who are
used to face-to-face selling with a catalog
or a phone conversation.
“As far as networking goes,” says McCoy,
“we see different types of purchasers.
Some want you to come in and learn about
them and their families and then there are
some who just want to know what you
have, your price and good-bye.” He says
you have to be willing to adapt, and you
can’t take it personally. He adds that it
goes beyond a generation bias; there are
individuals from every generation who fall

into both groups. “If you put people all in
one bucket, and say that is how you treat
that group, it doesn’t work,” he maintains.

“My most successful
networking is with other
dealers. It is absolutely
imperative for the
success of our business.”
—Steve DeMarco

In addition to dealer management, dealer
sales associates use networking to grow
their sales. “Some of them are very competitive and there is also the financial gain
from a commission standpoint from growing their sales base,” says McCoy. Kerr
will reimburse salespeople for membership fees and other expenses they incur
with their networking activities. “We try to
do our part to help them so they are not
solely funding these activities,” he says,
“but we also believe they should have
some skin in the game. We won’t pick up
the tab every time if we don’t see a return
on their networking activities.”
Chamber of commerce memberships with
the associated activities they offer are great
investments for salespeople. “Chambers
hold ribbon cuttings all the time and we let
the salespeople know when there is a ribbon cutting in their location. They should
go there, congratulate the business owner,
give them their business card and let them
know what services Kerr Office Group has

continued on page 40 >>
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to offer,” says McCoy. Events such as these
enable salespeople to support chamber
activities and open new doors at the same
time. “Those reps who are dedicated and
committed to being at those events tend to
reap the rewards more than those who do
not,” says McCoy.
Salespeople need to be reminded on a
regular basis that there is no easy path
to sales success, adds Garcia. Traditional ways still hold up such as knocking on
doors and dialing for dollars. But, he points
out, there are other ways to sell and you
need to get referrals. “You have to go to
chamber events, you have to work with
nonprofits, you have to go to charitable
events and golf tournaments,” Garcia says.

suggests DeMarco. “It is absolutely imperative for the success of our business.”
Through his years in the office supply business, DeMarco, has built up an extensive
network of other dealers. “The knowledge
that is available when you converse back
and forth is unreal. Everybody is willing to
help and share.” He says there is a wealth
of knowledge out there from dealers who
have dealt with similar problems and situations. He is always eager to network at
dealer group or wholesaler events. “You
can’t get enough of those,” he adds.

Garcia relies on his own informal network
to generate referrals and also tends to get
referrals through long-time customers.
“We always try to reach out to them and
always ask if they know anyone else who
could use our services.”
Gandara tells her sales reps all the time
that if they want to increase their sales
they need to network constantly. “Potential customers need to see you and once
they become your customer they need to
keep seeing you,” she says. “I tell them
if you want to increase your sales or increase your base go to one of the Hispanic chamber events or their regularly
scheduled vendor shows,” she adds, “We
will pay for them to go to any event.”
Recently Pencil Cup invested in one of its
salespeople’s participation in local BNI
events. The salesperson has been going
to weekly BNI luncheons for the past few
months and Gandara is monitoring results
closely to see if her attendance has a positive return on her investment. “If it helps
her marketing then we will continue to pay
those monthly fees,” she says.
In addition to networking with customers
and local organizations some dealers find
success in informal networking with other,
non-competitive dealers. “My most successful networking is with other dealers,”
DECEMBER 2016

“Getting out and letting
people know that you
support the community is
important.”
—David Stock
At Runco Office Supply, Stock puts dealer
networking to work in other ways. He has
formed an alliance with two other dealers
in the Chicago market—one is in the south
suburbs, one is in the city and he is in the
northern suburbs. These three have banded together and offer their own group of
private-label products—copy paper, ruled
pads and toner—under the Chicago’s
Best brand. “It ties into a buy local theme,
it gives the Chicago area message and it
allows us to differentiate some product,”
says Stock.
Chicago’s Best products tend to offer a
more upscale look and feel, so the copy
paper is a little brighter and the backing
on the ruled pads is a little heavier. That
INDEPENDENT DEALER

way customers view the brand as more
of a premium choice. “The private label
effort has been extremely successful,”
adds Stock. “Volume has grown quite a
bit. People recognize the brand now and
ask for it specifically.”
“When it comes to networking the most
important consideration is believing in
what you do and why that matters to anyone else,” says Garrigan. “You need to
ask yourself who cares, you need to understand the other person’s perspective
and then simply be willing to listen. That
helps you to understand how you can
benefit another person directly or through
a referral to someone else.”
With all the choices dealers can make
when it comes to networking, how can they
be sure that they have selected the most
productive one? “Definitely be involved
in social media,” says McCoy. “That is a
given.” Chamber events are another solid
avenue for success. There are luncheons
and after-hours events where people are
less guarded and prepared to mingle.
“You will be surprised at how easy it can
be,” says McCoy. “You chat and realize
that you have a lot in common. You might
have the solution to a problem they have
or that someone they know has. The next
thing you know you are exchanging business cards.” Nonprofits are also a great
source of networking leads. “It is about
serving the community. Nonprofits are an
excellent way to get connected, and they
are always looking for help.
“You have to determine what is important
to you,” McCoy continues. “I tell my reps
all the time to go after something they are
passionate about.” That way you always
win. “You may not get new business but
you didn’t do it for that reason, you did it
to fill another need that you have.”
Michael Chazin is a freelance writer specializing
in business topics based in Glenview, Illinois. He
has been writing about the office products industry
for more than 15 years. He can be reached at
mchazin503@comcast.net.
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Orchestrate Your Success with
S.P. Richards’ 2017 Dealer
Marketing Programs
By Larry Goodman
S.P. Richards’ 2017 dealer marketing program has a distinctly
musical theme, one that puts an emphasis on harmonizing a
blend of different elements across multiple platforms—print, digital, email, social and experiential—to create a powerful combination that’s designed to propel its dealer partners to the top of
the charts and keep them there!
The 2017 offering aligns along several key marketing objectives: Customer acquisition, to develop new business relationships; retention, to solidify relationships with existing customers;

penetration, to capture greater share of business with existing
customers; brand, to position your company and strengthen its
brand; training, to build expertise and professionalism, and margin, to enhance profitability.
On the following pages, we look in detail at the key components
of SPR’s marketing program for 2017 and examine how you can
draw on them, not only to build and maintain a passionate following among your existing fan base but also to attract new listeners to your music.

Promote your Dealership as the Single Source for Your
Customers’ Entire Business Products Needs
A key component of your value proposition is your ability to offer a single source solution to your customers’ business needs. And
selling a broad spectrum of products helps maintain healthy margins.
Product Reviews—Today’s consumers are more influenced by
peer insights than manufacturer claims. Empower your customers to provide feedback and to read comments left by other consumers.
Rich Media—Links to product videos, special offers, brochures,
manuals, assembly instructions and more give your customers
everything they need to make an informed purchase decision.
User Friendly Search Functionality—Visitors to your site will appreciate intuitive features such as auto-complete, cross references to big box unique product stock numbers, spelling suggestions (“Did you mean…”) and substitution suggestions.

In Print …
Full Line Catalog

SearchPro and Enhanced E-Content
Our SearchPro and Enhanced E-Content provides the product
images and descriptions, search logic, rich media and upsell/
cross-sell information you need to deliver an exceptional online
experience to your customers. We help you ensure your customers’ online experience is extremely positive and geared to drive
sales. Enhanced E-Content features include:

Whether presented in print, online or as an app, the Full Line
Catalog clearly establishes your company as the go-to resource
for all things used in a business environment. Use this comprehensive reference tool along with our SearchPro™ digital content
to become the single source solution for all of your customers’
needs—from office furniture, business technology and general
office products to cleaning, breakroom and facility solutions.

Advanced Buying Pattern Analytics—provide powerful cross
selling recommendations to build order size.
DECEMBER 2016
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GSA/ETS Catalog
The GSA/ETS Catalog supports dealers selling into the federal marketplace. It is organized to help government employees
find the products that adhere to GSA office product procurement
guidelines.

Go-to-Market Catalogs
These catalogs offer a focused selection of products and can
be used for prospecting or as contract catalogs to support your
pricing strategy.
•S
 elect Catalog. Provide customers their actual prices
on a streamlined selection of products while maintaining
pricing flexibility on all of the items outside of the Select
catalog. By combining the high-demand products from our
Preferred Vendor partners with a focused offering of our
proprietary brands, you deliver the selection and savings
your customers are looking for.
•S
 martChoice™ Catalog. The SmartChoice Catalog
represents a proprietary branded alternative to the Select
Catalog. This balanced offering of Business Source®,
Lorell®, Genuine Joe®, Elite Image®, Sparco™,

Effective
Organization

continued from page 42
Compucessory®, Nature Saver® and Integra™ products
delivers superior value for your customers and solid margins
for you.
•B
 usiness Source® Contract Catalog. This mini-catalog is
great for prospecting or providing a contract for existing
customers. It features a heavy emphasis on BSN products
complemented by manufacturer branded and proprietary
commodity items. The perfect solution when you want to
provide aggressive consumer pricing on just a small core of
high velocity products while maintaining price flexibility on
the remainder of your offering.

Category Promotion
As today’s work environment adapts to new technologies and
a new generation of workers, sales in some categories of products have begun to decline. It is now more important than ever
to identify new product categories to leverage. Why not expand
your reach across all product categories to solidify your position as a go-to supplier? When your customers think office furniture, cleaning products and breakroom supplies, make sure
they think of you!

continued on page 44 >>

WORK BETTER, FEEL BETTER,

EFFORTLESSLY.

Classroom Connector™
School-To-Home Folders
CLI-32000, Assorted
CLI-32004, Red
CLI-32005, Blue
CLI-32006, Yellow

New!
2017

Binder Pockets
w/Write-On Index Tabs

AVA I L A B L E
J AN U A RY 2 0 1 7

CLI-06650, Assorted

Introducing the Fellowes Lotus™ Sit Stand,
our latest innovation to make it effortless to

New!
2017

add movement to your day. Enjoy a flexible,
comfortable and healthier work day.
It’s time to get moving.

c-line.com • (800) 323-6084
DECEMBER 2016
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Furniture Category

Safety@Work Catalog

FurnitureAdvantage™ Program

This new catalog is focused especially on personal protection
equipment and targeted toward businesses with warehousing
and manufacturing facilities.

The FurnitureAdvantage™ program opens the door for you to
sell thousands of additional quick ship furniture and furniture accessory items. Over 15,000 furniture items from 29 manufacturers and 32 brands are available in 10 to 14 business days. Plus,
you get one consolidated invoice across all manufacturers, with
no minimum order and no membership fee, sales thresholds or
up-front costs to participate.

Facility & Breakroom Category

Furniture Catalog
The 2015 Furniture Catalog features the entire assortment of furniture found in the Full Line Catalog, plus thousands of additional
items available through our FurnitureAdvantage™ program. Also
available: the Furniture Showcase promotional flyer (Q1 and Q3).

Facility & Breakroom Solutions Catalog
This catalog establishes your company as a resource for cleaning, breakroom, facility supplies and safety and security products.

Beyond the Breakroom Catalog
Lorell® Catalog
Introduce your customers to the brand that represents the best
value in office furniture and accessories. Offer deep discounts
when you need to be priced aggressively and still enjoy solid
margins. The Lorell Catalog also features the Lorell custom fabric
and finish quick-ship offering. Also available: the Lorell Furniture
promotional flyer (Q2 and Q4).

Safety Products Category

This magazine-style catalog features stunning photography, office party recipes, fun office projects, tips and more. Also features an optional Keurig insert.
Also available: The facility and breakroom solutions flyer (Q1 and
Q3) and Genuine Joe flyer (Q2 and Q4).

School Supply Catalog
Features all of the things teachers and office administrators need
and positions you as the source for school and educational products. Included is a large selection of school-specific products
that are not featured in the Full Line Catalog.

Calendar & Organizer Flyer
While consumers today rely heavily on smartphones, tablets and
computers to organize their schedules, the print calendar and
organizer market remains a large and profitable revenue opportunity for office product dealers. Help your customers stay up to
date with the broad selection of calendars, organizers and other
time management items featured in this flyer (July through December).

continued on page 45 >>
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Promotional Tools
Print, digital, email, social and experiential— all working in concert to create a consistent performance that turns indifferent listeners into avid fans and makes you a favorite on their business
playlist.

continued from page 44
This flyer features a unique focus theme each month and aligns
with CampaignAdvantage™ email, digital and social media marketing campaigns providing you a dynamic integrated marketing
approach for the entire year.

CampaignAdvantage™
This innovative program aligns perfectly with the WorkLife
Monthly promotions. Leverage the synergy of themes, products
and pricing to consistently and effectively engage your customers and grow your sales. You’ll reach your customers weekly
with an integrated marketing campaign that includes automated
email and social media posts, editable flyers, web banners and
more. Plus you will receive pricing support and a complete implementation guide to help keep you on track.
With CampaignAdvantage™, your automated emails are branded with your logo and contact information and linked directly to
your website’s product detail pages, enabling your customers to
order right from your email.

This engaging promotional piece will rock your marketing efforts
and be a sure-fire hit with your sales representatives! With its
bold, magazine-style aesthetic and solutions-oriented approach,
you’ll have something to talk about each month with customers
and prospects alike.

TRIPLE
THREAT
PROTECTION
WATCH VIDEO

FIRE PROOF PROTECTION
ETL ONE-HOUR FIRE RATING
FREE AFTER FIRE REPLACEMENT

WATER RESISTANT
DESIGNED TO PREVENT WATER
DAMAGE FROM SPRINKLERS
AND FIRE HOSES

SUPERIOR SECURITY FEATURES
MAGPROOF™ DESIGN—CANNOT
BE OPENED BY A MAGNET
SEAMLESS STEEL BODY
HINGE SIDE DEAD BOLTS
THREE LOCKING/ENTRY OPTIONS

CampaignAdvantagePlus™
These supplemental campaigns include four additional themes
per month—Facility and Breakroom, Technology, Furniture and

continued on page 46 >>

Innovative Organization

WorkLife Monthly Flyer

GET ALL THE DETAILS: www.FireKingOffice.com 1-800-457-2424
DECEMBER 2016
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Say hello to Justick Surface Technology.
Say goodbye to pins, tape, glue and magnets!
Simply place
your items on
the surface of
the board and
they just stick!

Three times the
benefit of a
traditional board

Write. Display.
Interact!

Learn more at http://www.smead.com/Justick_Overview
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Exclusive. You can choose any combination of the four to help
you gain additional mindshare with your customers. CampaignAdvantagePlus™ campaigns include the same great supporting
collateral provided with CampaignAdvantage™.
In addition, a monthly Keurig®-themed campaign is available to
Keurig® Authorized Dealers.

Evolve™ Catalog Apps
Now you can have your very own customized catalog app. Equip
your tablet-enabled sales team with app versions of the Full Line,
Furniture, Lorell® and Facility and Breakroom Solutions Catalogs. Invite your customers to download your apps as well. Apps
are available for both Apple and Android devices.

CampaignAdvantageAnytime™
Now, CampaignAdvantage™ participants can access a library
of themed promotional campaigns at any time via the MarketingOnDemand portal. Choose from several distinct categories:
• Customer-Centered emails that demonstrate appreciation,
re-engage inactive accounts or ask for feedback
• Vertical Market emails focused on specific industries such
as legal, education, healthcare and safety
• Brand-Centered emails featuring your favorite brands
• “Best of” emails featuring the most popular campaigns of
the past

Evolve™ Custom Catalog Builder

Business Source® Contract Flyer
An ideal tool for prospecting or fending off competition, the Business Source® Contract Flyer, published quarterly, features a
blend of popular branded and proprietary items.

Evolve™ Digital Publications
Just as we’ve gone digital in our relationship with music, the
world of print is evolving in the same way. Take your print publications to the next level by featuring Evolve™ catalogs and flyers
on your website.
The Evolve™ program is an ideal tool to use with customers who
no longer desire print publications but who still enjoy the shopping experience associated with traditional print vehicles. Customers can browse your publication as they would with a print
catalog, zoom in and even submit an order via email.
Looking for an even greater level of automation? Have your publication integrated with your website storefront, enabling your
customers to go from your Evolve™ publication to your shopping cart.
DECEMBER 2016

Ever need to quickly, easily and economically build a custom
contract catalog to support a specific account or a mini-catalog
to pursue a particular vertical market segment? Well now you
can with an exciting new enhancement to our Evolve™ program.
Evolve™ program participants will now be able to upload an Excel file of product numbers, choose from several design and format options and in a matter of minutes, download a custom PDF
catalog to support their sales and marketing objectives. You can
even have a digital version created for website visitors to shop
from!

Create-A-Flyer™
Create-a-Flyer™, an exclusive benefit for SPR Advantage dealers, is the ultimate “on-the-fly” custom promotion builder—great
for prospecting or driving sales with existing customers. Choose
a theme, select your products, set your sale prices and you’re
ready to go.

INDEPENDENT DEALER
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•N
 ew manufacturer special offer coupon blocks added each
quarter
•P
 DF, PPT and HTML output options for print and email
distribution
• Multiple page and design formats
• QR code generator

Business Development Toolkit

Features:
• Includes all S.P. Richards’ inventoried items as well as
FurnitureAdvantage™ and Keurig® items
•C
 hoose from 11 themed categories and over 350 header
options or add your own!
•E
 xceptional search functionality
• Custom image upload capability
• Custom coupon and header capabilities

Why recreate the wheel when developing a business letter, email,
business review presentation or web banner to place on your
website? The Business Development Toolkit, an exclusive benefit for SPR Advantage dealers, has dozens of templates that can
be made yours with a minimum amount of time and effort. It is
like having your own mini-advertising agency to help you professionally market your company’s capabilities. You have a customer or prospect interaction; we have a tool to help you make
a great impression!
Features:
• Includes business letters, email templates, surveys,
PowerPoint presentations, sell sheets, web images and
more

continued on page 48 >>

EXPANDABLE

COLLATOR/ORGANIZER
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• Documents can be downloaded and customized
• Key go-to-market themes include “Shop Local,” “We Mean
Green,” “Single Sourcing” and “Value Brands”

continued from page 47
agement Report to see how you currently rank on key online
metrics.

Customer Appreciation Boxes
Show customers you value their business and make a great first
impression with these beautiful 4-color imprinted boxes. Fill them
with samples, treats, catalogs, flyers and corporate marketing
materials to say “thank you” to existing customers or introduce
yourself to new ones.
Choose from two different themes:
1. Office Survival Kit. Make prospects smile when you
deliver this box that you have filled with creative survival
resources to get them through a day at the office.
Examples might include aspirin, antacid, Band-Aids and
other first aid supplies, snacks, chocolate, mints, coffee,
tea, energy drinks, stress or rubber band ball and office
product samples.

PresencePro™
Keeping up with your social media marketing and managing your
brand online are big jobs. Let us help you with PresencePro™.
This exciting new program provides you with three powerful tools
to help you take control of your online presence.
•R
 eputation Intelligence. Reputation Management gives you
control over your online presence by helping you correct
online listings, respond to customer reviews, benchmark
yourself against competitors, gain insight through regular
reporting and more.
•P
 resence Builder. With so many marketing tools on the
internet, it’s easy to be overwhelmed. On top of maintaining
a mobile-friendly website, you’ve probably been told you
need to create online listings, a Facebook page, a Twitter
account and so much more. Presence Builder is here to
help. With one tool, you’ll unify your online presence and
watch it grow. Additionally, with Listing Distribution you’ll
maintain a consistent, accurate online presence to enhance
your local search ranking.
• Social Marketing. Social media marketing is successful
when you are constantly posting updates and having
real-time interactions with your customers. To make things
easier, we offer a tool that streamlines all of your social
media marketing needs. Publish content, find real-time
leads and interact with your online audience. Build loyal
followers and revenue without wasting valuable time.
See your S.P. Richards account manager for complete program
details and to find out how to obtain a custom Reputation ManDECEMBER 2016

2. Thank You Box. Thank prospects for giving you the
opportunity to meet with them. Thank new customers for
first order, Use as customer appreciation tool.

Business Source® Sample Boxes
Today’s cost-conscious consumers are looking for quality and
savings when it comes to the office products they use every day.
The Business Source® brand delivers just that.
Developed exclusively for independent dealers, Business
Source® provides your customers with products equivalent in
every way to name brands except for one thing... the price.
Introduce your existing and potential customers to Business
Source® by giving them a sample box. They will appreciate the
free samples and the opportunity to try these great products for
themselves. Boxes come pre-packed with a selection of Business Source® products and a Business Source® promotional
sheet.

Imprinted Calendars
Give your customers an attractive calendar that shows your appreciation while keeping your name front and center throughout
the year. Two different versions available.

Direct Mail Services
With the S.P. Richards™ Direct Mail Program, you can focus your
organization’s energy on sales and follow-up activities. Just provide us your mailing list and leave the distribution of your catalogs and flyers to us.

INDEPENDENT DEALER
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which products and categories are influencing your profitability
and where you can make information-based decisions to drive
additional business and increase profitability.
MyAnalyst™ couples the world’s leading B2B pricing software
with the industry’s most comprehensive pricing intelligence to
deliver unparalleled business analytic tools and guidance to
S.P. Richards Advantage dealers. MyAnalyst™ consists of three
components:

Messages on Hold
Use “on hold” time to promote your business with these professionally recorded messages about your products and services.
A new message is provided each quarter featuring professional
voice talent and licensed background music. Custom messages
are also available.

Margin Management

•M
 ArketLink™ aggregates 4.7 billion actual sales transactions
annually from independent resellers to commercial businesses.
These price points are used to create 13 consumer matrices
designed to support your pricing strategy and enable you to
find the optimum balance of competitive and profitable pricing.
•B
 idPro™ simplifies the bid process by cross referencing competitive numbers for bids and providing higher margin substitutions.
•M
 yReports™ and Acsellerate™ combine to create a suite of
powerful reports to draw upon, as well as an integrated CRM
and a professional Customer Business Review tool.

MyAnalyst™
This world-class suite of business analytic tools utilizes real market intelligence to help you see what your customers are buying,

continued on page 50 >>

2016 NOPA Compensation and Benefits Report Now Available

Active NOPA members receive the report for FREE!
Compare compensation levels to over 50 common job titles in the office products industry.
Contact NOPA Headquarters to request the report

CALL TO ACTION
Submit Survey Responses to the
2016 Financial Comparison and Benchmarking (of 2015 Operations)
Click here to participate (Ending Soon)
Participants who complete the survey receive the following:

- A copy of the full Industry-Wide Report
- A customized Company Performance Report with a “Graded Report Card”
- Access to the interactive online Search Results

Participate in the 2016 OFDA Dealers' Choice Awards Survey
Click here to submit responses

Questions? Contact NOPA Headquarters
DECEMBER 2016
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Advantage Carton Programs
S.P. Richards offers three powerful procurement programs that enable you to
tailor your purchasing around your unique
and specific circumstances.
• Advantage Full Carton. Need better
pricing when purchasing full carton
quantities of product for your next day
deliveries or to fill in before your next
direct buy?
• Advantage Carton Direct. Need to
buy at direct level pricing for stocking
purposes or to satisfy a large customer
purchase?
• Advantage BSN Direct. Need to
purchase our fighter brand Business
Source® products at the lowest prices
you’ve ever seen, direct from the vendors who manufacture them?
With these exciting new full carton programs, you’ll truly have the advantage you
need to compete for and win business on
your terms. No hidden fees. 100% manufacturer rebate pass-throughs. Total invoice cost transparency. Purchases count
toward driving S.P. Richards Company™
volume and rebate tiers for Advantage
Full Carton and Advantage Carton Direct
programs. See your S.P. Richards account
manager for complete program details.

Training and Education
Whether your team needs basic industry
information, details about niche or vertical market opportunities, product information, an effective sales process, or skill
development to get to the next level of
sales professionalism, we have the tools
and resources to support you.

FUEL Drive Your Business™
The FUEL Drive Your Business™ learning
and development program has been redesigned to enhance your online learning
experience and provide you unlimited acDECEMBER 2016
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cess to the tools and resources you need
to win. As an Advantage member, you
have access to your own personalized
Learning Dashboard that is customized
for your position and serves as a “go to”
guide for relevant training and resources
that can impact your business and accelerate your growth.
FUEL content is focused primarily on selling skills, sales strategy, sales leadership
and online marketing opportunities. Specific coursework is targeted to dealership
owners, sales managers, sales representatives, marketing managers and customer service personnel.
The FUEL site features timely, informative
and industry-specific content, with video learning, online testing, certificates of
completion, mobile-ready webinars, and a
Resource Center filled with articles, worksheets, podcasts and scripts. Courses are
segmented into lessons to make it easy to
find what you need and the smaller learning segments help improve retention.

SPR University (SPRU)
SPR University (SPRU) is an online, on-demand learning center providing a diverse
assortment of informational modules on
topics that include niche opportunities
and vendor- and product-specific training. S.P. Richards’ key vendors provide
practical information to enable you and
your team to expand your sales efforts
into new categories or vertical markets.
SPRU features include:
• Interactive presentations developed
by experts to ensure a quality
learning experience
• Concise modules that are easy to
squeeze into busy schedules
• On-demand format that provides the
ultimate scheduling flexibility
• Mobile-friendly content that can be
viewed on-the-go
• Automatic tracking of e-learning
activity and quiz scores

Information Support: Dealer
Services Internet Portal
Your one-stop information resource
for product, pricing, program,
inventory, order management,
shipping, tracking and much more www.sprdealerservices.com.

Product Information
• Enhanced product search capabilities
for fast and intuitive results
•D
 etailed product information,
including pricing and item
specifications
•H
 yperlinked data provides userfriendly information access

Order Processing, Tracking,
Delivery and Returns
• Advanced parcel tracking
•D
 eliveryPro™ Courier Locator
•P
 urchase order entry, confirmation
and reprint
•S
 ales order detail
• Invoice detail
•D
 aily Manifest
• Invoice/Credit lookup
•C
 redit detail
•R
 eturn Authorization detail, status
and reprint

Sales, Marketing & Training
Resources
• MarketingOnDemand™ Portal
• CampaignAdvantage™
• Your Business Source® assets
• PresencePro™
• Integrated Marketing Campaigns
• Advantage Online Tools
• Create-a-Flyer™
• Business Development Toolkit
• SPR University
• Fuel™ Sales and Sales Management
Training
• MyAnalyst™
• Evolve™ Digital Publications

continued on page 51 >>
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S.P. Richards Preview
Inventory & Pricing
• National stock check
• Dealer price check
• Dealer pricing programs
• Price file download
• GSA file download
• Item change summary
• Advanced Shipment Notification (ASN) and Carton Content
Detail

Brand Support and Development
Develop a brand that is uniquely yours and establish a stronger
presence in your market. S.P. Richards can help you by creating
unique marketing materials that capture your company’s distinct
personality.
We can help you define and reinforce your brand at every customer touch point. Use our Custom Shop to create marketing
materials that communicate your company personality, business
philosophy and strengths. We can work with you on corporate
marketing materials, custom flyers, delivery vehicle designs,

continued from page 50
your website and more. Ask your S.P. Richards account manager
for more information.

Custom Shipping Documents
Use our custom packing lists and shipping labels to put your
company’s logo and identification on every order that goes out.
See your S.P. Richards account manager for participation details.

To sum things up, regardless of the market you currently serve,
S.P. Richards has the resources to help you transform the potential in that market into the kind of music that will make your bottom line sing! To learn more, contact your S.P. Richards account
manager or visit www.sprichards.com.

Larry Goodman is director of marketing at S.P. Richards Company.

2016 NOPA Scholarship Winner

Angelina Malamo
Florida State University College of Medicine
Sponsored by: Golf Coast Office Products
Angelina is currently a fourth year medical student at the Florida State University
College of Medicine. She has served on her class executive board and was a
founding member of the Chapman Community Health Program, an organization
created by FSU medical students to provide free health services and screenings to a
local Tallahassee transitional housing community. She is currently completing her
clinical rotations in Daytona Beach, FL and continues to dedicate her time serving her
community both in and out of the clinic. In addition to her academics, Angelina enjoys
cooking different cuisines, especially Greek food. She also enjoys playing sports, and
participating in outdoor activities, including hiking, fishing, kayaking, and running.
Now Accepting 2017 Scholarship Applications! Employees and immediate family members of all National Office
Products Alliance (NOPA) member companies are eligible to apply for annual scholarships. This is open to high school
seniors, college students and graduate students. Click here to apply now
Thank you to our Founding Partners who initiated the NOPA Scholarship Program: 3M Company, ACCO World Corporation, Al Aigner Memorial
Fund, Ampad, Avery Dennison, Douglas K. and Doreen E. Chapman, Barry Coyle Memorial Fund, C-Thru Ruler Company, Esselte Pendaflex, Fellowes,
Inc, Fortune Brands, Daniel P. Haspel Memorial Fund, The HON Company, Richard J. Kilpatrick, NOPA District 8, Office Furniture Recyclers Forum,
Donald F. Pike/Greater Lakes Travelers Club Memorial Fund, Quartet Manufacturing Company, Charles G. Stott & Company, George A. Thompson
Memorial Fund, United Stationers, Gerald Weiner Memorial Fund, Howard M. Wolf Memorial Fund, and Howard & Barbara Wolf Family Foundation
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Your Most Important Skill
By Troy Harrison

What’s the most important skill in your skill
set? By “you,” I’m referring to the managers and business owners who make up
the majority of the readership of this publication. You might be making any number
of guesses right now. Since I’m known as
a sales guy, you’re probably thinking that I
mean “the ability to sell,” and it’s true that
sales is ONE of the most important.
For a business owner, however (if you’re a
business of more than one person), your
most important skill has very little to do
with sales. Rather, it is your ability to consistently hire and retain quality employees.
Think about it. How many successful
businesspeople do you know who can’t
surround themselves with good employees? I’d bet that there are very few. Indeed, very few businesses can survive
with one great owner and a cast of mediocre employees. That’s just life.
So, the question is, are you great at hiring
and retaining employees? Let me give you
my measurement of “great” at hiring. Being “great” at hiring means that you can,
consistently and repeatedly, win on at
least 75% of your hires. That’s a tall order
for anyone.
What’s a “win?” That can depend on
your definition. When I was recruiting
salespeople for clients (I don’t do that
anymore), my definition of a “win” was
that the salesperson ramped up to quota in the designated time and stayed at
DECEMBER 2016

or above quota for three years. In other
words, we got at least three years out of
a highly productive salesperson. My own
hiring accuracy ratio was over 80%.
Does that mean that I’m some sort of a
hiring genius? Not necessarily. Success
at hiring isn’t about your instincts or your
ability to read people.
Business owners love to pride themselves
on those things, but neither of them have
much to do with successful hiring. Instinctive hiring rarely gets more than a 50%
win ratio. If you want to hire at or above
that 75% ratio, you need to do the following things:
1. Hire with the End in Mind.
That means that your hiring is preplanned, you’ve defined your needs
on paper before you start looking for a
person and you hire the person that is
a high level of fit for your organization
and the position, rejecting those who
aren’t.
2. Have a winning process for
hiring.
Have a winning process for hiring that is
repeatable and repeated, that generates
consistent results and that is constantly
refined and updated as skills improve
and information becomes more accessible. A process is a set of steps that is
followed EVERY TIME a similar hire is
made; however, the process can differ
INDEPENDENT DEALER

between types of hires. For instance,
your process might differ significantly between hiring a CFO and hiring a
warehouse worker but you would still
have repeatable processes for each.
3. Remain emotionally detached.
One of the biggest indicators of a failed
hire is an interviewer who becomes
emotionally attached and invested in
a candidate early in the process. Once
that happens, that interviewer is likely
to ignore red flags and other signals
that the candidate isn’t a fit for hire.
4. H
 ire based on the hiring
hierarchy of Traits, then Skills,
then Experience.
This is backward from how most hires
are made and it’s the reason most hires
fail (American business has a 67%
fail rate in hiring). Most of the time,
companies look for similar experience,
test for job skills and ignore traits.
Traits are those things that we just are.
They’re not coachable and teachable.
For instance, I’m 5’ 10” tall. The best
coach in the world isn’t going to make
me seven feet tall so I’m probably not
a good trait-fit for a job as a basketball
center. That’s an extreme example, but
hopefully the meaning comes across.
A person who is trait-fit for a job as an
accountant is likely not to be trait-fit for
a job as a salesperson, and vice versa.

continued on page 53 >>
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Your most important skill
5. Use the best available tools
for discovering and assessing
candidates’ fit.
There are hundreds of thousands of
employee assessments out there. Most
of them are junk, created on someone’s
kitchen table with no scientific backing
or basis. There are a handful, though,
that are good and meaningful. While
we’ll delve deeply into assessments
in a future article, you can get a quick
read on the validity of any assessment
by asking the salesperson for a technical manual. Most assessments don’t
have one because the science hasn’t
gone into that assessment.
I would be willing to bet that you’re looking at your own hiring processes right
now, and that you might be missing the
boat on one or more of these steps.
That’s okay; in the coming months we’re
going to be spending more time and verbiage on them. For now, I think the process is a good way to start. So, outlined

continued from page 52

simply, here’s the process I used in over
100 searches to generate a winning hire
more than 80% of the time for my clients:
1. Design the person on paper FIRST.
This means duties, performance
metrics, compensation, traits and
skills.
2. Cast a wide net with a catchy, marketing oriented job ad. CareerBuilder
and LinkedIn are my favorite venues.
3. Work with a five-second resumé
screening followed by a five minute
phone screen for accepted candidates.
4. Conduct a resumé-focused first
interview designed to break down
false claims, numbers, etc.
5. Don’t shortchange your due diligence, including reference and
background checks.
6. Conduct the second interview in
a behavioral Interviewing format

(Behavioral Interviewing is the silver
bullet of hiring).
7. Use psychometric assessment using
Wiley’s Profile PXT assessment to
discover and fit traits.
8. Make the offer.
For now, compare your hiring approach,
processes and results to what we’ve
been talking about and see where you
might have gaps that are hurting your
results. If I can be of help, look me up
at www.TroyHarrison.com. That should
keep you busy until our next issue!

Troy Harrison is the author of “Sell Like You
Mean It!”, “The Pocket Sales Manager,” and a
speaker, consultant, and sales navigator who helps
companies build more profitable and productive
sales forces. For information on booking speaking/
training engagements, consulting, or to sign up for
his weekly E-zine, call 913-645-3603, e-mail Troy@
TroyHarrison.com, or visit www.TroyHarrison.com.

Office Products Women in Leadership (OPWIL)
is a professional organization connecting women in
leadership roles within the Office Products industry.
Together we can learn, develop and grow while forming
professional connections and developing lasting friendships.

Join our conversation on Facebook and LinkedIn for more information.
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The Top Mistakes Business Owners Make When
Transitioning a Business
By Les Banwart
During my years of consulting with family-owned businesses, I have encountered
a number of mistakes made by the older
generation when they have tried to transition their company to the next generation.
Here are some of the top mistakes (by far
not all-inclusive) faced by small business
owners in business transitions:
1. Shares are too widely held. What
we find with most families is there are
too many shareholders. Maybe shares
have been gifted to a number of family
members because of the tax benefits,
or, in a start-up situation, shares are
sold to outsiders just to raise capital.
When these things happen, it makes
transition difficult because most of the
shareholders usually do not work in the
company. This leads to disharmony
between the members inside the company versus those on the outside.
2. No outside board of directors/
advisors. Independent thoughts from
outsiders are one of the most important sources of advice for closely-held
companies. Owners need advice they
don’t want to hear versus advice they
want to hear.
3. Weak advisors. Many advisors
who have grown up with the current
generation are usually approximately
the same age. A company in transition
needs to take a hard look at the current
DECEMBER 2016

advisors and ask the question “Can
they take us to the next level?”
4. “Hanging on” too long. The oldest
generation is often afraid to give up the
reins and they don’t know what they
will do once they give them up. We
always say you need to decide to retire
“to” something, not “from” something.
5. No succession plan for top management. This is very similar to the
advisor issue. Top managers are the
ones that got you here but they need
to set up a transition plan of their own.
The next generation of owners needs
all the help it can get and it often takes
younger, energetic management level
employees to help them succeed.

next owners? Who among the family
want to own and/or run this company?
When will the oldest generation step
aside?
The reason for this is these are the
hard questions no one wants to tackle.
Regular family meetings using an outside facilitator, at least at the beginning, can be an effective method to get
the family over this huge hurdle.
8. Lack of strategic planning. “Where
are we going as a company and a
family?” “What will the future look
like?” “Is there a vision that is being
communicated?” Without strategic
thinking none of these questions can
be answered.

6. Hiring unqualified family members. There is nothing which destroys
attitudes and culture worse than hiring
a family member that is not qualified.
Companies have failed because of this
because employees will leave as they
see no future in their efforts.

If you’re involved in transitioning ownership and/or leadership of your company,
make sure you don’t fall victim to any of
these pitfalls, so that you and your partners can work together to create the kind
of future you all want to see.

7. Lack of family meetings. There
are companies that do a great job on
communication among the employees.
Too many of these companies, however, have no communication among the
family members so they can’t answer
major questions such as: Where is
this company going? Who will be the

For nearly 40 years, Les Banwart has specialized
in helping family-owned businesses, including
the facilitation of family meetings during times of
transition. As the CEO of Banwart Strategies, Les
also provides advisory services to businesses at
Aileron, a nonprofit organization that helps unleash
the potential of private businesses. To learn more
about Aileron’s support of family businesses, visit
www.aileron.org.
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Making the Most of the Holiday Season
By Jessica Stokes, Methods in Motion

The holiday season is upon us and it’s
easy to get swept away in the hustle and
bustle of parties, shopping and white elephant exchanges. Many salespeople tend
to take more time off and even slow down
because it’s a time, they believe, when
their customers are slow. While you want
your salespeople to enjoy this time of year,
you also want to pull them away from the
assumption that unproductive downtime
is to be expected. Here are some tips to
help encourage your team to make the
most of this holiday season:
It’s a great time to prospect. People
tend to be in a better mood at this time
of year, making it easier to build rapport.
Also, since many industries are a little
slower in December, this gives prospects
more time to meet with or speak to salespeople. When sales are slow, activity and
effort should be high!
Get reacquainted with your pen. December is the perfect month for you and
your reps to sit down and write handwritDECEMBER 2016

ten notes to customers and prospects.
Review your list of top customers and
thank them for their business. Write a note
to that prospect you are trying to close
wishing them good fortune in 2017. Get
creative. The 47-cent stamp is worth every penny to help demonstrate your level
of service!
Review your 2017 sales plan. Don’t wait
until January to map out your sales plan
for next year. Review what the sales plan
for each team member should look like in
2017. If possible, plan to meet with your
sales team one-on-one before January
to set expectations for the new year. Tip:
consider providing quarterly bonuses
for each quarter your reps hit their sales
goals. This will keep them focused on increasing their sales month-over-month
throughout the year.
Schedule instead of postpone. One
very common response your sales teams
will hear this month: Call me in the new
year. To better ensure that prospects and
INDEPENDENT DEALER

customers will indeed speak with them in
the new year, have your team get in the
habit of actually scheduling that sales call
for January. It may sound something like,
“Okay, Mrs. Customer, I would be happy
to reach back out to you in the new year.
How about we plan for Tuesday, January
10 at 2pm?” By securing the next call
date, they will know that person is actually
playing ball with them, and not just trying
to brush them off.
By following these four tips, you will be
setting your sales team up for success
this holiday season. If you have any questions about mapping out your sales team’s
path to success in 2017, please feel free
to reach out to Methods in Motion.
Happy Holidays!

If you are interested in engaging in a conversation
about how Methods in Motion can help you with
the above points, please let us know. Please visit
www.methodsnmotion.com or call 678-574-6072.
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Handling Objections
By Phil Barnette

It may be stating the obvious, but if customers and prospects didn’t have any
objections, salespeople would have very
little to do! Indeed, the selling process
doesn’t really begin until you hear the
word “No!”
How well you succeed in sales depends
to a very large extent on how well you
handle that all-important first objection.
Unfortunately, for a large percentage of
sales people, their inability to effectively
do just that results in frustration and ultimately failure.
All too often, sales professionals respond
to that first objection by immediately telling the prospect all the things about the
company they work for that make it so
wonderful.
Whether that’s how they’ve been trained
or whether it’s what they’ve always done,
it represents a costly error. A wise observation from sales expert Zig Ziglar makes
clear why this approach fails far more often than it succeeds: “People hear what
they want to hear when they have a need
to hear it.” By telling instead of asking
at this juncture, you risk losing the prospect’s attention and ultimately, lose the
sale.
Don’t respond to an objection by inflicting
on your prospect a torrent of information
they could care less about. Instead, focus
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your efforts on what is truly the most important part of the sales process: asking
questions and actively listening to the answers.
Many sales trainers say: “You have to ask
the right question” yet they provide little
guidance on what the right question is.
The key is to frame it on the basis of the
objection your prospect just provided.
Here’s an example:
You’ve asked for the business and the
prospect replies: “If you’d like our business you’ll have to provide better service.” The critical words in the example
that you can use to craft your question are
“business” and “service.”

When you leave a conversation with a
prospect or customer, always ask yourself, “Who did most of the talking?” If the
answer is you, then perhaps you spent
too much time telling and very little time
asking.
The second example accomplishes the
same task yet seeks to clarify intent. By
asking the question: “If I can … will you?”
we are verifying the prospect’s intent on
doing business with us if we provide the
necessary proof of performance.
Even exceptionally well trained and veteran sales associates can get caught up in
telling more than selling in the heat of the
call.

Your question may sound something like
this: “We certainly would like to earn your
business, so can you help me understand
what you are looking for when considering service?” Or; “If I could provide you
some examples or testimonials from current customers that speak to the quality of
our service, you would consider us for all
your supplies needs?”

That’s why, whether veteran or newbie, we
must always be aware of ourselves during
the sales process. We need to focus our
efforts on the client’s agenda, so that our
response to their objections is based on
what they tell us they are looking for and
not on what we think is good or important
for them to know.

The first example speaks to expanding
the conversation with the prospect. It
is designed to get the prospect talking,
which should be your goal on every sales
conversation.

Phil Barnette is a veteran sales and sales
management coach/trainer/consultant with
IDGrowth Solutions who is dedicated to providing
best in class sales and sales management training
and development to the independent reseller
community. For more information, contact Phil at
p.barnette@comcast.net.
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